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THE NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE, AN OVERVIEW

1. Nuclear Energy and the fuel Cvcle

With a view towards satisfying the sustained energy requirements of industrialized countries, and
meeting the growing demand from developing countries, the share of nuclear energy among energy
sources is bound to increase for many reasons.

First of all, future energy requirements will be very sizeable as developping countries will be able to
continue their development only if they can increase their energy available per capita. Their
population is often growing, sharply, making the energy question one of the major challenges for the
coming decades. (Fig. 1 Global consumption versus cap. consumption in different parts of the
world). Moreover, the energy gap between North and South is impressive : on the average, less than
0.6 TOE (including firewood) is available to each one of the 3 billion people in Africa and Asia
whereas each one of the 300 million North Americans consumes in average over 7 TOE per year.

Nuclear energy is already taking a subtantial share in die fulfillment of the energy requirements of
the world. In term of primary energy, it represents 7.0 % of the total, which corresponds to 17.5 %
of the electrical energy generated (Fig. 2 World nuclear capacity Forecast).

Nuclear power development projections assume that the presently installed capacity of 340 GWe will
resume its growth to reach more than 400 GWe at the beginning of the next century. This will
ui.olvs z significant increase: in the level of a<-i.ivii» ^.. u.v, yml wfnuclrnr plant nrnr»"ft»*t"r<;rs and of
fuel cycle producers. Moreover, these figures do not take into account stations having reached the
end of their commercial life and which will have to be replaced.

Secondly, nuclear energy is very competitive in many countries compared to other energy sources
placed in the same technico-economic context. This is the case in France (Fig. 3 The cost of steam
generated electricity in France) ; this should normally be the case in other energy depending countries
whenever projects are conducted on a well defined basis, when regulations are clearly spelled out.
when designs are standardized and construction carried out on an appropriate infrastructure and
scheduling.

Thirdly, nuclear energy is beneficial to the protection of the environment against atmospheric
pollution generated by fossil fuels. Nuclear energy does not produce carbon dioxide, (Fig. 4
Emission of CO:, NO* and SOx versus consumed energy in some countries) one of the gases
strongly associated with the greenhouse effect, or the sulfur dioxide and nitrous oxides linked with
acid rains and the breaking down of the ozone layer.

Nuclear Energy has also a very large potential as an energy source in view of future depletion of
fossil reserves versus those of uranium. Known uranium reserves are limited, but uranium is widely
distributed on the face of the earth, being present at the level of 4 ppm on the average in the crust,
and at about 1.5 ppb in seawater. The mere fart that uranium sources are widely distributed makes
the risk of setting up a cartel of uranium producers similar to the OPEP for oil an unlikely
proposition. Moreover, uranium constitutes a much smaller percentage of the cost of the electricity
produced than in the case of fossil fuels making it less sensitive to cost variations. Future reactors
will likely make a better usage of uranium, making rates still less sensitive.



Today, in spite of a lasting industrial slowdown and the cancellation of orders for nuclear stations
that followed, nuclear contributes some 340 GWe. to the energy requirements of the world. Its share
in electricity generation is sizeable or even impressive in several of the 27 "nuclear" countries (Fig. 5
Main nuclear electricity producers in the world) : USA 20 %. the largest installed nuclear capacity in
any country, Belgium 59 %. Finland 29 %. Hungary 43 %. Spain 35 %, Sweden 42 %.
Switzerland 40 %, Taiwan 32 %. West Germany 34 %. not to mention France, with the second
largest installed capacity : 78 %.

Present and future nuclear programs require an adequate fuel cycle industry, from mining and
refining, conversion, enrichment, fuel fabrication, fuel reprocessing and the storage of the resulting
wastes (Fig. 6). LLW packaging and storage, not to mention the more recent industries involved with
U and Pu recycling (MOX fabrication). As an exemple and for a 900 MWe PWR reactor (reload),
the yearly requirements (costing around 300 MF for conditions prevailing in France) and products
are givenbelow :

Natural Uranium Feed
Depleted Uranium (0.25 %)
Enrichment (3.7 %)
Fuel fabrication

Reprocessed Uranium
Plutonium (fissile)

Fission Products
Packed Hî vV
Packed LLW+ILW
Packed a-wastes

Electricity produced

Economics of the fuel cvcle

140
122

100.000
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17
190

17
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6

Tons
Tons
SWU's
Tons

Tons

kg

MCi (3y cooling)
m i.e.lO vitntied blocks
m
mJ

TWh

At present, the commercial fuel cycle activities amount to an annual business in the 7-8 B$ range, in
the hands of a large number of industrial operators. Their number is less when dealing with the more
technology involved and capital intensive operations such as enrichment and reprocessing as is
witnessed by the number of operators of industrial facilities. However some facilities are quite
limited in scope and capacity and should be considered more like domestic developments carried out
for the sake of independence of supply or of national security radier than commercial ventures. As
the demand for materials and services increases, a renewed competition tempered by an adequate
concern for environment should bring prices down as technologies become better known and
mastered.

Moreover, but for enrichment, the operations in the front end of the nuclear fuel cycle : mining,
refining, conversion, fuel fabrication are more readily accessible (better known chemistry and
technology, almost no radiations, little risk of criticality) than the back end.



The question of reprocessing is still an open one in many countries. It shall be analysed in more
detail hereafter. However recent assessments of the economics of the two main possibilities
concerning the back part of the fuel cycle, i.e. with or witJiout reprocessing of spent fuel show that
the differences are small.

As it stands today and without taking into account future gains, the whole of the fuel cycle
contributes between 19 and 24 % to the total cost of the kilowatt-hour produced by nuclear energy
and natural uranium a mere 5 to 6 %. This makes nuclear power quite insensitive to the cost of
uranium, whereas fuel represents 40 à 50 % of costs in coal generated electricity, around 75 % in die
case of gaz.

The contribution of the various steps to the total cost (Fig. 7) is approximately :

Uranium 24 %
Conversion 4 %
Enrichment 31 %
Fabrication 17 %
Reprocessing 24 % (taking into account a credit for fuel recycling and a charge for the
disposal of resulting wastes).

In account of the structure of the fuel cycle industry and of the many independent and competing
operators involved, prices are set at the international level. Variations are to be expected, but they
should essentially result from the tailoring of supplies or services to die specific requirements of die
buyer in the frame of an agreement with the supplier. It is only recently, owing to the overcapacity in
nnniroi iinnn.rn supply as well as in enrichment servie?;:. ttiofp " **-"*zbl? spot market has developed
and prices have undergone a definite slump : sometimes less than half the current price. But whereas
the price slump in the natural uranium market is of a strictly commercial nature, that in die
enrichment market has been aggravated by die SWLTs made available by ex-USSR and now Russia
as a result of the cut in its military programs and the consequences of Chernobyl on its nuclear
power generation. More traditional commercial practices should resume when demand will again
adjust to offer.

Excess costs are to be expected from small capacity plants, mainly when dedicated to "private-
domestic" use. Unit processing costs can easily be doubled or more. Likewise, die cost of the
separative work unit (SWU) is quite dependent on die capacity of die plant as a result of the size
and/or series effect on plant components. Economies of scale are also found in odier processes of the
fuel evele industrv.

3. National strategies regarding the front part of the nuclear fuel cycle

The nuclear industry of today results essentially from the early studies made over 40 years ago. Its
development paralleled that of nuclear stations and has been subjected to the same ups and downs.
Presendy, it is a mature and well diversified industry, ready to meet the challenge of the next
century. Indeed, a large number of countries and companies are concerned by one or several steps :



Some 40 companies, located in 15 countries (Fig. 8 The main uranium mines in the world) are
involved in uranium mining and refining. Uranium sources are highly diversified and are available on
all continents. But this view has to be tempered. The over supply of uranium since the early heighties
has been followed by large uranium mining industry mergers : most of these companies are in fact
subsidiaries of a few major companies which operate in the whole world (Fig. 9 Uranium production
by mining companies). Today, requirements amount to about 45.000 tons of uranium per year based
on a tails assay of 0.25 % in the enrichment plants and MOX recycling. This activity represents a
yearly business amounting to some 1.3 BS. Identified reserves, whether reasonably assured or
prospective, depend strongly on the selling price assumptions as the cost of recovery depends on the
chemical nature of and on the uranium concentration in the ore. In the present plethora, only the most
economical deposits are kept in operation, and in view of present spot prices under 10 $/lb U3O8,
many mines have been closed. This is well exemplified by the USA where uranium reserves data
have been revised consistently downward since 1980 ('). Western reserves in uranium at 30 $/lb
U3Og, i.e. 80 S/kg U amount to 3 million tons, half of it "reasonably assured", the other half
"prospective". The reserves reasonably assured already ensure 30 years of consumption at the
present level.

Natural uranium conversion is performed in 5 main plants (Fig. 10 The main uranium conversion
capacities in die world) and the capacity available amounts to 52.900 tons /year of uranium, well in
excess of requirements. Unit cost lies between 5 and 6 $/kg, resulting for this industry in a turnover
of 250 millions of S a year. To the above capacity, one must add 2.200 tons available from
TECHSNABEXPORT. China. Brazil and the Republic of South Africa have small capacity plants
in operation for their domestic requirements. In the case of reprocessed uranium, owing to the
presence of isotope 232. conversion must be done in dedicated facilities, but at an overcost. In
account ot the enrichment ufdii iiuLupcs iiuliier than 238 in the statistical enrichment processes iii
operation today (Gaseous diffusion and Gas centrifuge), some utilities plan on keeping their REPU
for re-enrichment by laser. However, this does not preclude die blending of reprocessed uranium
widi plutonium or slightly more enriched uranium for a more immediate reuse.

Enrichment, an industry with a turnover of 3 BS a year, is a mandatory step for LWR operators. It is
available from 4 main sources : the USEC. EURODIF. TECHSNABEXPORT and URENCO
(Fig. 11 The uranium enrichment capacities in the world). A few countries are developing one or
even several indépendant technologies : atomic or molecular laser, gas centrifuge. However, the bulk
of enrichment is produced by gaseous diffusion, the gas centrifuge being of lesser importance
whereas laser enrichment remains in the stage of R & D.

Present world capacity amounts to 43 MSWU/y, or so. whereas separative work requirements
amount to 35 MSWU/y only, leaving a significant chunk of uncommited capacity. Projected nuclear
capacity expansion will be supported by existing enrichment capacity until somewhat beyond the
turn of the century. At that time, plutonium and uranium recycling could account for the equivalent
of 1 MSWU/v.

1 In fact only a few mine in the world could be economically capable to recover uranium with a cost under



Developments for new processes are in progress almost everywhere in the world, but it is certainly
the atomic vapor laser isotope separation process (AVLIS or SILVA as we say in France) that
receives the greatest attention worldwide. Indeed, the laser processes are, at least in theory, selective
separation processes, a significant difference with the processes in industrial operation today which
act cumulatively on minor differences in mean molecular velocity in the case of gaseous diffusion, in
molecular mass in the case of the centrifuge. In contrast, dye lasers can be accurately tuned to the
specific excitation frequency of the desired isotopic species, leaving the others unaffected.
Sophisticated technologies are required for the generation of the appropriate wavelengths, and coping
with corrosion by uranium vapor at high temperatures is not an easy task, but significant progress
has been achieved. Test facilities for components nearing half or full plant size are in operation or at
advanced stages of design. The USA are the most advanced, presently, but France and Japan are
following at a fast pace. The potential of the process can be best visualized by looking at the smallest
of the four process buildings of the EURODIF plant (Fig. 12 Separation work requirements versus
capacity). It could house a SILVA plant having the same separative power as the whole of the
George BESSE plant.

In WOCA the fabrication of fuel assemblies is well diversified over 25 companies located in 17
countries (Fig. 13 The main fuel fabrication capacities in the world), half of them producing the bulk
of low enriched fuel requirements for LWR. quite a good fraction of the remaining ones being
dedicated strictly to the satisfaction of domestic requirements. This industry is, of course, working in
very close association with the constructors of nuclear reactors and has a yearly turnover of 1.7 B$
(at 250 S/kg). In WOCA the aggregate manufacturing capacity is 9,800 tons HM (heavy metal), well
in excess of yearly requirements : 6.200 t HM (2). This is a consequence of the slowing down of the
nuciear ciecuiciry generating progrès v.crldv/ide and of the optimisation of the core and rcicod
strategies by the utilities. Future requirements will have to take into account the continued trend
towards an increase in the specific burn-up in order to reduce the frequency of reloadings and the
associated down time. F-^m the initially chosen value of 33.000 MWd/t, bum-up is to be increased
to 45.000. then to 55.000, aiming at an ultimate 60.000 MWd/t. Indeed, changing from a reloading
by 1/3 core to a reloading by 1/4 core brings on a reduction of 12 % on the fuel cycle costs, mostly
on the back ena. But quality assurance will put an enhanced demand on reliability of the in-core fuel,
on the operating flexibility of the manufatunng plants, and on the possibility to remove fuel for
repair. Another trend which will bear on fuel fabrication requirements is the recycling of uranium
and plutonium from reprocessing and the dedicated facilities that will be required. For this purpose.
France has built the MELOX plant which was commissioned in 1994 widi a capacity of 120 t HM a
year and a unit cost in the range 800-900 S/kg, well in line with the particulars of that fuel. This
capacity could be increased to 160 t HM a year if needed. BNFL is also achieving the construction
of a pilot facility with a capacity of 5 t HM a year.

4. National strategies regarding the back end of the nuclear fuel cycle

Aside from a few exceptions such as gas cooled natural uranium, heavy water or breeder reactors,
the great majority of electricity generating power plants are of the light water reactor type (either
BWRs or PWRs) using slightly enriched uranium. Hence, the front part of the nuclear fuel cycle is
mainly shaped by the enrichment phase which, until now, has been involving gaseous UFÔ, thus
leaving little or no room for variants.



The situation is quite different in the case of the back part of the fuel cycle where a major
option : that of reprocessing or not the spent fuel, is open. Thus, national strategies regarding the
back end of the fuel cvcle differ widelv from one country to another.

a) Direct Storage

In that option, spent fuel is disposed of in a geological medium after cooling down and packaging
in a canister. This option remains today at the conceptual and R & D study level as no industrial
facility is to be implemented in the near future. Both the necessity of decay and the unavailability
of disposal sites (the first ones will only be available in years 2010-2020), implies a storage over
30 to 50 years.

Today, only Sweden has formally chosen this option. It is consistent with the middle term phasing
out of nuclear energy formerly planned twenty years ago. With 12 reactors, Sweden has an
installed capacity of 9.8 GWe. amounting to 46 % of the electricity generated in 1990. Spent fuel
is transported to the CLAB. a series of pools dug in a layer of granite. 30 meters below surface.
Located in Oskarshamm. the CLAB has a 5.000 tons capacity which will likely be increased up
to 7.800 tons to store all the fuels unloaded over 40 years. 1.350 tons were already in storage at
the end of 1990. After cooling down, the fuel, then easier to manipulate, will be placed in copper
canisters. Each canister could receive 7 elements, and the voids would be filled with lead or
pressed copper powder. Those canisters would then be placed inside pits dug in granite, tightness
being ensured by bentonite bricks surrounding the canister. Disposal could begin in years 2010-
2020 and extend until beyond 2050.

Recently, for reasons of economics and environmental protection. Sweden has decided to
postpone closing down two reactors initially planned for the beginning of the 90's. For the time
being, this councry has not yet drawn any conclusion on the consequences oi tiiis new orientation
on its back end policy.

Other countries are studying this possibility :

In the USA, large endeavors are devoted to direct disposal, although the reprocessing option
remains formally open. Indeed, the cniy legislative requirement is to ensure the reversibility of the
terminal storage over 50 years.

A deep geological site is under consideration at YUCCA MOUNTAINS (Nevada) for the
disposal of HLW wastes regardless of origin. Located in a volcanic tuff at a depth of 1,100 feet,
its capacity could attain 70.000 tons of wastes. It may be operational around 2010. The
construction of a MRS. a Monitored Receivable Storage facility will be associated with it around
year 2000. A sizeable site characterisation program known as Exploratory Shaft Testing is
currently underway.

German utilities have part of their fuel reprocessed abroad, in particular in La Hague.
Simultaneously, they carry out disposal R & D in the salt of the ASSE mine for fuel elements
encapsulated in heavy steel canisters of the POLLUX type. Alternative procedures consist in
encapsulating the fuel element as a whole, or after dismantling in order to dispose of the fuel pins
only, or after compacting.

In Canada, the disposal of CANDU fuel is contemplated in the North American granite shield.

In Spain, the possibility to dispose of fuel in granite located in the south of the peninsula is under
studv.



b) Reprocessing

In reprocessing, the fissile materials still usable for energy production, namely uranium and
plutonium are separated from the bulk of actinides. fission products and activation products.

This is an industrial technique, time-proven and demonstrated to be safe for two main types of
fuels :

- firstly, fuels used in gas reactors in France and in the UK (UNGG, Magnox, AGR).
Approximately 10 000 tHM of UNGG fuel have been reprocessed in Marcoule and 30,000
tons of MAGNOX fuel in Windscale.

- then on LWR fuels. By the end of 1990. over 6.600 tons of heavy metal had been reprocessed,
amounting to :

3 430 tons by COGEMA (France)
490 tons by PNC (Japan)

70 tons by BNFL (UK)
80 tons by EUROCHEMIC (Belgium)
90 tons by DWK (Germany)

200 tons by WEST VALLEY (USA)
2 300 tons by CHELYABINSK 45 (Russia)

At present, France, the UK and Japan are proceeding with this activity, (Fig. 14 The reprocessing
capacities in the worid), calling on the installed capacities shown in the table below :

FRANCE - COGEMA
installed capacity(UP 3)

installed (UP2 - 800)

UK - BNFL

JAPAN - JNFS

TOTAL

Capacitv (LWR fuel)
tHM/y)

800

800

1 200

800

3 300

Commissioned
in

1992

1994

1993

2000

Domestic
Needs (t/y)

1 100

300

1 000

2 400

The process chosen in these various facilities is the same even though designs may differ between
plants : the process is PUREX with fuel dissolving in nitric solution and separation and
purification of plutonium and uranium by extraction with tributylphosphate (TBP).
The Rokkasho Mura plant is based on the same technology, transferred by SGN, as UP3.



The main differences consist essentially in :

- the type of fuel reprocessed (PWR. BWR. AGR. and later on PWR/MOX and FBR) and its
bum-up : they influence the concentration in impurities and in isotope content of recovered
fissile materials and modify the analysis and the nature of wastes and discharges.

- the recycling of plutonium either in PWR's as MOX fuel where it can be associated with
depleted uranium from enrichment plants, or in FBR's. whereas reprocessed uranium is
generally stored in view of its re-enrichment.

- the management of wastes which depend upon the packaging and storage techniques (above
ground, subsurface, deep geological underground).

These options are best illustrated when considering the policy adopted in three countries versed in
reprocessing.

FRANCE

At the end of 1990. the installed nuclear capacity was 55 GWe and 8.3 Gwe were under
construction. This corresponds to a future yearly fuel unloading of about 1.100 tons to be
reprocessed in La Hague. Installed capacity will ultimately reach 65 GWe.

Reprocessed uranium from these plants is presently stored in view of its re-enrichment.

Recovered plutonium generates energy in two ways :

- fuels for prater-: : of fact r.sutron rencrors PHENIX and SUPERPHENIX : thi: rsquires
10 t/y. It is difficult to forecast the evolution of these requirements with time due to present
uncertainties on the timing of the industrial deployment of this type of reactor.

- MOX fuels for PWR reactors, currently manufactured in a small capacity facility in
Cadarache (15 to 30 t/y) and from the end of 1994 in the MELOX plant, which, with a
capacity of 120 t/y, "nil consume 6 to 7 tons of total plutonium per year.

In France, wastes are currently classified under three categories : (Fig. 15 Disposal of the
different groups of radioactives wastes)

- A-type. low activity' wastes, when they contain at the most 3,700 Bq/g alpha activity
(0.1 Ci/t), to be stored above ground: the average alpha content over the storage must remain
below 370 Bq/g (0.01 Ci/t). Having attained saturation the Manche site is now replaced by a
new site in Soulaines with a capacity of 1 million m3. These facilities are managed by
ANDRA (French Agency for Radioactive Wastes) and accept mainly concrete or bitumen
embedded packages. Present disposal amounts to 30.000 m'Vy, and in 2000. the cumulative
volume will amount to about 800,000 m\

- B-type waste, i.e. containing few long half-life radionuclides and with reduced heat load, but
unfit for surface disposal, are stored in La Hague prior to final disposal. They consist in
concrete packages (hulls and end plugs, technological wastes) or bitumen filled drums
(LLW and ILW waste streams). Volumes generated have been drastically reduced since the
start up of UP3. They now amount to 1.2 mVtHM and should attain 0.35mVtHM by 2000
after having completely eliminated bitumen. In 2000, the cumulative volume should amount to
less than 40.000 m3.
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- C-type waste, i.e. fission products which are, at present, vitrified: they will be surface-stored
for several decades in order to reduce their heat burden and as a result the volume of the
storage, and then disposed of. Volumes generated amount only to 200 mVyear.
i.e0.H5mVtHM.
In 2000. the cumulative volume will amount to about 2.000 m3

In France, an underground disposal site is not available today. The Bill voted in December 1991
by the French Parliament should enable developments to proceed and, in particular allow
ANDRA to create two underground laboratories. In this Bill, it is proposed that the decision to
create a disposal site be taken within the next 15 years. In the meantime, specific studies shall be
devoted to the separation and transmutation of noxious elements (SPIN) and particular attention
given to intermediate and/or retrievable storage.

UNITED KINGDOM

The installed nuclear capacity at the end of 1993 was of 13.0 GWe including 9 GWe from
reactors burning an AGR fuel clad in a magnesium based alloy. This results in specific products,
in particular concerning wastes.

The UK is giving growing attention to LWR's and has built the THORP plant in Sellafield for
reprocessing this type of fuel. The manufacturing of MOX fuel for thermal reactors is also
planned.

The LLW and ILW wastes are packaged in concrete and the HLW wastes are vitrified, using the
French process. Low level wastes are disposed of in the surface facility in Driggs. The
intermediate and high activity wastes are interim stored pending their geological aisposai.
Performed by NIREX Ltd., studies on the chosen site of SELLAFIELD are progressing well.

JAPAN

The installed nuclear capacity at the end of 1993 was 38 GWe in LWR's with a strong
commitment to increase this capacity (40 GWe in 1995. 42 GWe in 2000 55 GWe in 2005 and
58 Gwe beyond 2010.

At present, plutonium is recycled into the MONJU fast breeder.

Japan is committed to the use of MOX fuel in LWR's and is proceeding with its plans for the
deployment of fast breeder reactors.

A surface disposal is under construction at Rokkasho Mura for LLW and ILW in concrete or
bitumen packagings. An underground repository for vitrified wastes is contemplated at Kamaishi.

Advanced reprocessing followed by transmutation is also under study within the scope of the
OMEGA program.
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5. Future outlook

In spite of some concentrations in the fuel cycle industry, the risk for any country or utility to be
submitted to the rule of a unique supplier, as was the case for enrichment 15 years ago, is an unlikely
perspective owing to the coming of new operators on the international scene and to the setting up of
increased competition. Moreover, the fuel cycle industry is becoming more and more distributed
geographically, preventing any one area from monopolizing one or more operations. Uranium is
available from any one of the five continents whereas fuel cycle industrial facilities are implemented
in most of the areas where nuclear stations are in operation. This tendancy should increase as nuclear
energy takes a growing share in the energy mix of any country. Besides, in account of its high power
density compared to that of fossil fuels, nuclear energy enable stockpiles against any risk of shortage
to be constituted at a reasonable cost and small volume.

The nuclear fuel cycle will be part of the general optimization of electrical energy production and
will have to be well aware of new trends and remain sufficiently flexible to adapt to a changing
world. Nuclear reactors, inter alia, will require higher enrichments to support high burn-up fuels, and
the cycle will have to follow. Reversely, reactors themselves will take greater account of the fuel
cycle arisals in plutonium and reprocessed uranium. A new enrichment technology is in the offing
and the fuel cycle will have to be adapted. AVLIS is the typical example where a time proven
process is challenged by a newcomer based on entirely different principles and potential advantages
owing to its high selectivity. And the breakthrough of AVLIS wiil have consequences on the front
end of the fuel cycle by the replacement of UFg by uranium metal. The use of mixed oxide fuels is
spreading out and dedicated fuel fabrication facilities will be required. Breakthroughs can be
envisioned also in the back end. for instance in reprocessing and in the separation of wastes : an
enhanced separation of minnr nrriniHf<: is in rh« r.nrds. and the transmutation of these actiniHe? <nfn
isotopes of shorter penod is a proposal of great interest. The fuel cycle industry will always have to
face an ever changing outside context while evolving from within. Research and Development will
have to be sustained in all steps of the fuel cycle and at a sufficient level in an industry reaching
adulthood so as to meet future challenges. Process improvements as well as international competition
shall also contribute to drive prices down in a context of expansion assuming that no new and undue
constraints are imposed on prevailing standards and regulations.

However, these developments will never mature if nuclear energy remains at a standstill. Therefore
our strongest endeavours should be devoted to the final disposal of radioactive wastes, the very
closure of the cycle, firstly by convincing the public opinion of the soundness of chosen principles
and existing techniques and then by improving on these techniques as operating experience is
gained : enhanced separation between waste categories, reduction of the volume of generated and
processed wastes, reduction of the levels of radioactivity, mainly when dealing with high level and
long period wastes.

Nuclear industry and the associated fuel cycle industries are mature and responsible industries and
operational experience should bring further improvements, enhance their competitivity and decrease
the burden on the environment. This is very clear in our mind. But nuclear industry will be able to
develop further if, and only if, this message becomes common knowledge. By our joint endeavours,
let it be the case !
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Fig. 3 : THE COSTS OF STEAM GENERATED
ELECTRICITY IN FRANCE

(the bracket of values reflects economical hypothesis on fuel costs)

F centimes / kWh - 1993 currency

Nuclear Gaz

R.&D. Fuel Op. & maint, costs Amortization

DATA : CEA/DSE/GIDE after EDF, DGEMP, DIGEC 1993



Fig. 4 : Emission of CO2, NOx and SOx versus consumed energy in some countries.
À comparison with the nuclear share in the generated electricity.
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Fig. 5 : Main nuclear electricity producers in the World.
In blue color the nuclear electricity productions (TWh)
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World nuclear electricity
generation : 2 188 TWh.

Source CEA - DSE-ELECNUC1994
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Fig. 7 : THE COST OF THE NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE IN FRANCE

(centimesper kWii - 1993 currency)

NATURAL URANIUM

CONVERSION

ENRICHMENT

FUEL MANUFACTURING

REPROCESSING AND WASTES

TOTAL

Cost bracket
(F cts/kWh)

Low value

1,1

0,2

1,4

0,7

1,1

4,5

High value

1,6

0,2

1,8

1,0

1,6

6,2

Rate

24%

4%

31%

17%

24%

100%

Source CEA/SEE



Fig. 8 : The main uranium mines in the World in 1993
(circle areas are proportionnai to capacities)
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Fia. 9 : ITANIUM PRODUCTION BY 2M3LXENG COMPAGNIES S
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Fig. 10 :The main uranium conversion capacities in the World in 1993
(circle areas are proportionnai to capacities)
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Fig. 11 : The uranium enrichment capacities in the World in 1993
(drcle areas are proportionnai to capacities)
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Fig. 12 : Separative work requirements versus capacity.
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Fig. 13 -.The main fuel fabrication capacities in the World in 1993
(circle areas are proportionnai to capacities)
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Fig. 14 : The reprocessing capacities in the World in 1993
(circle areas are proportionnai to capacities)
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Fig. 15 : DISPOSAL OF THE DIFFERENT GROUPS OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES

Group

Types of wastes

Caractère

Radio-elements

Planned
disposals

Transports
Non irradiating

Irradiating

A

P & y wastes

Short periods

137 Cs : P = 30 ans

9 0 Sr : P = 28 ans

60 Co : P = 5 ans

surfaceH)

< 2 mGray/h
> 2 mGray/h

B

a wastes

Long periods

2 3 7 Np : P = 2.106 ans

239 Pu : P = 2,4.104 ans

243 Am : P = 8.103 ans

241 Am : P = 4.102ans

geological2)

< 2 mGray/h
> 2 mGray/h

C

Vitrified wastes

Long periods

2 3 7 Np

239 p u

2 4 3 Am

2 4 1 Am

High activities

6 0 Co

9 0 Sr

geological*2)

> 2 mGray/h

(1) Concerning they wastes only.
(2) Geological disposal is one of the research orientations. Some other studies concern, on the one hand, separation and transmutation of long
lives elements, and on the other hand, some improvments in the confines, in a surface-disposal perspective.


